How Do I Use These Tongs?

Getting the Most Out of IEM.

How do you use IEM?
- Show of hands
  - Beginner / Power User
  - Written own content
  - Written relevance
  - Complex relevance
  - Used fixlet debugger

The Console "Firebox"
- Fixlets & Tasks
- Baselines
- Analysis
- Actions
- Wizards

Tasks/Fixlets/Baselines "Meat"
- make-prefetch.py
- Build shared - customize as needed
- copy don't edit
- Start client downloads
- Windows of operating system
- Restart as separate action from baseline
- Createfile
- From the group for the group

Relevance "Sauce"
- What have you used relevance for and what can you use it for?
- Analysis
- Embedded relevance
- Fixlet Debugger
- Relevance examples/questions

Resources "Dessert"
- IEM Mailing list
  - open-bigfixlists.illinois.edu
- EPM Website
  - open.illinois.edu
- IEM Box Share
  - uois.app.box.com/iem
- The presentation / other IEM Present
  - prezzi.com/user/tevewebb
- BigFix Forums
  - forum.bigfix.com
  - bigfix.me
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- Analysis
- Actions
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Tasks/Fixlets/Baselines
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- make-prefetch.py
- Build shared - customize as needed
  - copy don't edit
- Start client downloads...
- Windows of operating system
- Restart as separate action from baseline
- Createfile
- From the group for the group

Relevant
- What have I done and why?
- Analysis
- Embed
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